


All I can recall from the brief descent that followed is a dark 
figure rushing out towards us, with a glowing amber chest.

When I woke up I was coughing - smoke. But I was indoors now and 
safe. 361 lay with an iron clad cake tin protecting her head. 477 
looked at me, relieved I was awake.

“You owe him your life, you know.” It was a booming, harsh voice. Not “You owe him your life, you know.” It was a booming, harsh voice. Not 
477’s. Into the room walked a giant of a lump. A big, translucent, 
pink-skinned hulk, with a cannon in his hat and a fire burning out of 
his chest. I knew his number straight away. He was the most renowned 
bronze sculptor in Lumps World.

“This reactor you sold me is faulty, 147,” the kid said, sharply. “It 
didn’t have the right size cake tin I needed.”

“You sold him!?” I croaked, reflexively. The Smoker looked at me and “You sold him!?” I croaked, reflexively. The Smoker looked at me and 
I regretted my tone. “My apologies,” I offered, “I meant nothing by 
it.” 

“Alright, kid. Let me see.” The legendary Smoker put on a pair of 
robo-laser lenses and started fixing the kid’s reactor chest. 

A Smoker selling reactor chests. I’ll be damned. If the uptown 
Baseball Caps heard about this - there’d be hell to pay. 

Together they worked on 477’s reactor chest, trying to fix the Together they worked on 477’s reactor chest, trying to fix the 
malfunction. After I’d got over my disbelief, I faded in and out of 
sleep.

A little while later 361 stirred. Thank the Slime Ears.

We ate together. 147 was even kind enough to sculpt a bronze statue We ate together. 147 was even kind enough to sculpt a bronze statue 
to toast my recovery. To see that mastery first hand was some 
experience. One I’ll never forget that’s for sure. The kids left 
before all that, of course. As soon as that damn reactor was fixed 
they shot off for their next fix.

Eventually, I reached for my coat too. I’d been out of contact too Eventually, I reached for my coat too. I’d been out of contact too 
long. The Investigation can’t halt ‘cause of a stupid knock on the 
head. Boss would kill me if he knew. It’s like he said, the walls are 
closing in now. Recess is over.

As I opened the door to leave, the Smoker stopped me.

“I wasn’t joking, you know. That blue skinned kid with the sunglasses 
saved your life tonight.”

I knew it. That was no dream up there in the clouds.I knew it. That was no dream up there in the clouds.

“He flew me here.” I said. The Smoker nodded.

“That bit of bronze in your hand is pretty - and damn difficult to 
sculpt - but it won’t fly you out of the burning dockland very quick, 
let me tell you.”

Suddenly his voice was frank and defensive.

“There’s no glory in being left behind, mate.” 
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